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D. 2.5 The decipherment of thc Iiycenaean records has shown taat the
civili-sationof Cnosus, Mycenae, and Pylos does not conform to our earlier

oit, which we owed lararly to Hom(-r and. which aid not seem to bt atnotions i
variance wit' the evidence of the' sites uncovrea by Schliemann and his success
ors. First, as we know f -or, its careful documents, it was a highly OrPani5ec.,
ev'n bureaucratic society. The tables show that reticulous 1 wntooies were
made of all kinds of possessions, that military orders were iven in writing,
that there was an elaborate system of 1ana-tenure, which differentiated. be
twen royal, p:ivatc, and. common ho'.dings, that the word basi leus which
me -'is 'king' in Home", .npant little more tnn minor princeling under a
suoc'rjor wanax and. thaf the wanex,hime.f not tv' bsen the same as
th lava& tao of t1i pp.e' who conmanoed troops in war.war.
Mycenaean organisation was in fact closer to that o the Hittites than to
anything we hear of in Homer, who reflects a simpler and. less ambitious order
of things. The Nycenaeaus used. writing as an instrument of organisation
on a large sc'4e for oulte trivial matters, but Homer menti9ns it only once
in a mysterious context for a correspondence betw¬sn kings. Its almost total
absence from his picture of the heroic world shows how Inadequately he ias
injormed about it. Secondly, though Homer often dilates with pride on tii
wealth of his heroes and. clearl3r thought its level high by the standards of
his own time, the ei'dence for Mycenacan wealth suggests that it was in fact
much higher. For instance, Odysseus and. Alcinous each keep fifty women to work
in their houses,-' and. there is no hint that this is not princely, but the Pylos
tablets, which come from a single place and a very short

perioa give the names
of 65 slave-women, togt"er with some 370 girls ana 210 boys. rcspect

p.2 for the fabulous wealth of th" past falls short of the reality. Whatever tr-
aition gave it 'lid not given h1 accurate information on the social and
economic structais cf Mycnaena life. -
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